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ABBREVIATIONS & GLOSSARY
ac

acres

Boneyard

Public Works materials storage yard, located at EPIC

Cedar Service Center

Existing service center

Cedar site

Existing service center location

City

City of Everett

EMB

Everett Municipal Building (formerly known as the Wall Street Building)

EPIC

Everett Point Industrial Center (formerly known as Riverpoint)

FY

fiscal year

gsf

gross square feet

MVD

Motor Vehicle Division

NPV

net present value

sf

square feet

Smith Ave. site

Transit-owned property located on Smith Avenue

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
Image credit: City of Everett

PROJECT OVERVIEW
PURPOSE
This study identified a preferred location for a new operations service
center and proposes an achievable strategy to provide Public Works with
facilities needed to support their essential work.
Everett’s Public Works facilities at the Cedar Service Center will not
support resilient and efficient service delivery in the long term. The site’s
structures are near the end of their service lives, seismically vulnerable,
and inefficiently configured.

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER
OCCUPANTS
In-scope:
Public Works
Facilities and Property
Management
Purchasing
Other occupants:
Everett Transit
Motor Vehicle Division

A significant investment in new facilities is needed, but a new service
center location is recommended. The City expects the nearby addition of
a new light rail station around 2036 will bring significant redevelopment
and economic growth that could be encouraged by relocating Public
Works and making the Cedar Service Center property (Cedar site)
available for new transit-oriented uses.
However, limited relocation opportunities exist: Public Works operations
require large, accessible industrial sites that are rare in urban areas.
Relocation can add operational costs by distancing Public Works from
related functions and work sites.
APPROACH
The project team worked with a technical committee, a leadership
team, and City technical experts to select and evaluate six alternatives
representing a range of five possible location options and one multi-site
alternative. Location options are illustrated in Figure 1 and alternatives
are described in detail in the “Alternatives Evaluation” chapter.

Smith
Island
Cedar
site
Southwest
Everett

EPIC
Smith
Ave.
site

MAJOR FINDINGS
The most impactful factor driving evaluation outcomes was an
alternative’s location relative to:
• The Boneyard, Public Works’ materials storage yard at the Everett
Point Industrial Center (EPIC)

5 min

10 min

15 min

20 min

Everett city limits

• The City’s fleet maintenance function, the Motor Vehicle Division
(MVD, currently at the Cedar site)

Major highways

• Public Works job sites, which are primarily within city limits

Alternative locations evaluated

Though land acquisition costs may be cheaper outside the city center,
those savings are dwarfed by the added operational cost of separating
Public Works from the Boneyard and MVD. A central location is essential
to ensure cost-effective and resilient Public Works service delivery.
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Figure 1. TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN CEDAR
SITE MVD AND POTENTIAL SERVICE
CENTER LOCATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS
Four primary recommendations emerged from this effort.

1. RELOCATE OPERATIONS TO EPIC
EPIC is the recommended location for the new service center. It provides
good access to work sites, enables the efficient co-location of the service
center with the Boneyard, and includes ample room to accommodate
growth. However, it includes an implementation challenge: its sole access
includes an at-grade railroad crossing and the Fire Marshal requires a
new access bridge to the site as a condition of development.

2. PURSUE CEDAR-SMITH AS A BACK-UP
This plan recommends pursing EPIC and a back-up plan simultaneously
until EPIC feasibility is confirmed. Cedar-Smith is the recommended
back-up option: it performed nearly as well as EPIC and retains the
location benefits of the existing service center while vacating prime
parcels at the Cedar site to support the City’s development goals. Until
the EPIC option is confirmed, the City should identify and purchase
property near the Smith Ave. site as opportunities arise. See page 16
for additional information about this alternative. Note, in the event both
the EPIC and Cedar-Smith options prove infeasible, the third mostviable option is to build a new service center on the existing site as
contemplated in Cedar 2.0.

3. INCLUDE ON-SITE FLEET SUPPORT
A fully-functioning fleet is crucial to the delivery of essential Public Works
services. Co-locating fleet maintenance and fueling with Public Works
will reduce downtime, maximize efficiency, and bolster Public Works’
ability to respond to emergency situations.

4. PLAN FOR A SOUTH-END SATELLITE
Within several decades, Everett’s size and levels of congestion may
warrant the addition of a satellite operations facility in the south end of
the City. Consider opportunities to purchase reasonably priced property
that becomes available in an appropriate location. Such a property could
reduce travel time and support operations as a materials and emergency
supply storage site in the near term until development of a crew
operations satellite is warranted.
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ACTION PLAN & BENEFITS
Recommended actions are divided into the following three stages; details are
provided in “Recommendations & Implementation” starting on page 38.
2020-2022
STAGE I: ASSESS FEASIBILITY
Pursue service center development at
EPIC site. Develop Cedar-Smith real estate
strategy anchored by Transit’s Smith Ave.
site in case a back-up option is needed.
2022-2023
STAGE II: COORDINATE & REFINE
STRATEGY
Once the service center site is confirmed,
coordinate and refine implementation plan
based on Transit portfolio decision impacts
to MVD and the Smith Ave. site.
2022-COMPLETION
STAGE III: DESIGN & BUILD SERVICE
CENTER
Design and construction of the new service
center for either option is expected to last
approximately six years.

KEY STEPS
• Ensure the Smith Ave. site remains City-owned.
• Identify parcels needed for Cedar-Smith
implementation and proactively purchase property if
opportunities arise.

KEY STEPS
• Refine space and staffing needs for service center fleet
maintenance and fueling to inform Stage III service
center design.
Cedar-Smith option only:
• Refine property acquisition strategy and buy any
remaining land needed for the service center.
• Evaluate whether interim improvements at the Cedar
Service Center are desired based on estimated new
service center completion date.

BENEFITS SUMMARY
Everett is fortunate to have two good location options for its future
operations service center as its downtown develops.
This plan’s recommendations:
• Chart a consensus-built path towards a new service center that
remains achievable and empowers the City to make good decisions
if implementation challenges or delays arise
• Avoid the operational, environmental, and safety costs and risks of
continuing to operate from deteriorating facilities
• Create the opportunity to catalyze economic development on the
Cedar site
• Position Public Works to provide efficient, modernized, resilient
service to Everett residents for decades to come
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INTRODUCTION &
PLANNING CONTEXT

PROJECT OVERVIEW
PURPOSE & GOALS
The City of Everett’s Public Works operations
facilities at the Cedar Service Center are at the end of
their useful lives, poorly configured, and unlikely to
remain operational after a major seismic event.
Near-term investment is needed to ensure Public
Works can continue to provide essential services to
residents, but the existing site may not be the ideal
location for a replacement Public Works operations
facility. The City of Everett (City) seeks to leverage
the planned addition of light rail nearby to incentivize
transit-oriented development. The Cedar Service
Center site (Cedar site) is located along Pacific
Avenue, a key visual corridor which leads from
Interstate 5 to downtown Everett and a promising
location for the mixed-use development the City
has envisioned. The types of uses and potential
congestion associated with increased development
intensity could reduce the efficiency of Public
Works’ operations, and Public Works operations
could negatively impact the potential mixed-use
redevelopment of surrounding property.
This study identified a preferred location for the
new Public Works operations facility to fulfill Public
Works’ long-term operational needs while supporting
the City’s vision for a lively urban core.

Figure 2. CREW LUNCHROOM AND MEETING SPACE IS
SQUEEZED INTO A FLEET GARAGE

Figure 3. FLEET PARKED AT THE CEDAR SERVICE CENTER

Figure 4. SITE STRUCTURES ARE AT END OF LIFE
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PLANNING CONTEXT
IN-SCOPE FUNCTIONS
Everett
Municipal
Building &
City Hall
Everett
Station

Boneyard
at EPIC
Cedar
Service
Center

Public Works is the primary function addressed by this project and
comprises approximately 320 administrative and operations staff. Public
Works provides the city with critical services, including:
• Drinking water supply
• Wastewater conveyance
• Storm and surface water management
• Traffic signal maintenance
• Street and bridge maintenance
• Permitting, engineering, and development services
Two other functions included in this site selection study are Facilities
and Property Management, which provides real property management,
project management, and maintenance and custodial services for Cityowned properties; and Purchasing, which manages a warehouse and
procurement for Public Works and the entire City.

Everett city limits
Major highways
Key facilities

Public Works administrative staff and crews operate out of the Cedar
Service Center, which is located east of downtown Everett. A Public Works
bulk materials storage yard called the Boneyard is located one mile
northeast at Everett Point Industrial Center (EPIC; previously known as
Riverpoint). Proximity to the Everett Municipal Building (EMB; previously
known as the Wall Street Building) and the City Hall allows for adequate
collaboration between City leadership and Public Works administrative
staff (see Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 5. KEY LOCATIONS

EMB

PUBLIC
WORKS
ADMIN

PERMIT
SERVICES PURCHASING

SERVICE
CENTER

FACILITIES
PUBLIC WORKS
OPS

OTHER FUNCTIONS ON SITE
Two additional functions operate from the Cedar Service Center that
are not included in this project’s scope. Everett Transit’s operations and
maintenance functions are headquartered here, where they benefit from
proximity to the primary north-end hub at the nearby Everett Station.
The Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) provides fleet maintenance and repair
services for all City fleet, the majority of which belong to Transit and
Public Works.

MVD
TRANSIT
OPS

Boneyard
at EPIC
Everett
Station

Figure 6. ADJACENCIES BETWEEN
DEPARTMENTS AT KEY LOCATIONS
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PLANNING CONTEXT (CONTINUED)

EXISTING SITE OVERVIEW
The Cedar Service Center comprises 17 parcels totaling approximately
12 acres. Though the site is bisected by Cedar Street and 32nd Street,
there is limited through-traffic as Cedar Street dead-ends south of the
site; both rights-of-way are used by all functions for staff and visitor
parking and internal service center circulation. Site ownership and use is
illustrated in Figure 7 and described below.
Public Works is the primary occupant of the Cedar Service Center and
owns nine-and-a-half acres spread across 16 parcels. They occupy six
buildings which total 119,000 square feet and house office spaces for
administrative staff, traffic management, permit services, labs, space for
utility billing and customer services, fleet and supply storage, and crew
shop areas.
Public Works leases several additional structures on their property to
other functions: Facilities and Real Property lease the building containing
their offices, shop, and custodial storage; MVD leases their two vehicle
maintenance shops. MVD also operates a fueling station and vehicle
wash which are located on Public Works property and used by all City
fleet.
Everett Transit owns a two-and-a-half acre parcel with two buildings on
the southeast corner of the Cedar Service Center which are used for bus
fleet parking, transit operations and scheduling, and fleet maintenance.
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Transit
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Figure 7. SITE OWNERSHIP AND USE AT CEDAR SERVICE CENTER
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NEIGHBORHOOD CONTEXT
The Cedar Service Center occupies prominent frontage along Pacific
Avenue, a major road which serves as a gateway to the city from Interstate
5. The site is centrally located within the city and is close to Everett
Station, a major transit hub for bus and rail services (see Figure 7).
A new Sound Transit light rail station is planned for downtown Everett
around 2036. Though a site has not yet been selected, the station is
expected to be located near Everett Station. In 2018, the City adopted
the Metro Everett subarea plan, which encourages transit-oriented
development downtown in anticipation of the light rail station and an
influx of new residents and business opportunities (see Figure 9).
Figure 8. EVERETT TRANSIT STATION
Source: City of Everett

Rail CONCEPT

ntown and Everett Station
ess
friendly
sfers:
Light Rail Station

ight Rail (new station)
(Proposed)
us (existing station)
Everettrail
Station
an-bicycle-bus-light

alkability

Cedar Service Center

mpacts of regional
parking
Figure 9. POTENTIAL TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT NEAR CEDAR SITE
“Light Rail Station Concept Plan” graphic excerpted from 2018 Metro Everett subarea plan
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ISSUES AND NEEDS
OBSOLETE AND FAILING FACILITIES
The City first purchased property at what would become the Cedar
Service Center in 1971. Many of the Cedar Service Center’s structures
predate the City’s acquisition or were built shortly thereafter. The average
facility age is 51 years, approaching the end of the 55-year service life
expected from a typical building. Additional parcels and structures have
been acquired over time, but limited additional investment has been made
to extend facility service life or optimize operations.
Today, the Cedar Service Center is undersized and poorly configured to
meet Public Works’ needs. Most facilities are in need of immediate repair,
such as the Annex #2, which is no longer in use due to mold issues. A
seismic assessment determined key buildings are likely to collapse after
a major earthquake, seriously impacting the City’s ability to respond to
an emergency. Renovations to existing structures will be costly and will
not address lack of space and poor configuration; seismic upgrades
alone are estimated to cost approximately ten million dollars. Significant
investment in new facilities is needed to ensure long-term Public Works
efficiency and resiliency.
The City developed a master plan in 2016 to meet Public Works’ needs by
demolishing existing buildings and redeveloping the Cedar site for Public
Works administrative staff and crew operations. The plan found Public
Works would need 128,000 sf to meet future needs through a redeveloped
campus, 12% more area than what is available today. See Appendix A on
page 42 for details on space use requirements.

Pacific Ave
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32nd St

Vehicle Wash
Covered Fleet
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Figure 12. CEDAR SERVICE CENTER BUILDINGS
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#2

BUILDING

YEAR
BUILT

GROSS
SQUARE
FEET

#1

1972

56,600

#2

1969

10,125

#2B

1972

8,000

#3

1959

12,700

#4

1984

21,000

#5

1979

9,130

ANNEX #1

1934

15,070

ANNEX #2

1980

4,950

Figure 11. PUBLIC WORKS BUILDING AGE
AND AREA SUMMARY TABLE
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Figure 10. SOME EXISTING STRUCTURES
NEED IMMEDIATE REPAIR
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Figure 13. CEDAR SITE AND SMITH AVE.
SITE RELATIVE LOCATIONS

Transit

The 2016 Public Works master plan raised concerns that reinvestment
in operations at the existing site was incompatible with the City’s vision
for development in the area and would cause the City to forgo long-term
economic development opportunities. Indeed, the 2018 subarea plan
envisions transit-oriented development directly across the street from the
Cedar site (see Figure 9 on page 9). Decision-makers did not want to
commit to significant investment at the existing location without exploring
relocation options, and plan implementation was put on hold indefinitely.

TRANSIT AND MVD UNCERTAINTY
A 2016 Transit and MVD master plan was developed concurrently
with the 2016 Public Works master plan. This plan relocated Transit
operations off the Cedar site to a nearby Transit-owned property along
Smith Avenue (Smith Ave. site) to improve access to the main transit hub
at Everett Station (see Figure 13); new MVD facilities were proposed for
construction on the Transit-owned parcel at the Cedar site.
Like the 2016 Public Works study, this master plan and decisions around
the future use at the Smith Ave. site are also on hold while the City
evaluates whether transit services should remain operated by the City
or be absorbed by Community Transit, the county transit agency. MVD
is currently overseen by Transit, their biggest customer (see Figure 14).
The scale, ideal location, and operational practices of MVD are subject to
substantial revision should Transit cease to be managed by the City.

47%

of MVD shop time

MVD

30%

23%
Others

Public
Works

Figure 14. MVD WORKLOAD BY
CUSTOMER
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ISSUES AND NEEDS (CONTINUED)

LIMITED RELOCATION OPTIONS

Materials yard storage

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER
Existing service center

EMB and CITY HALL
City leadership

Pa
in

eF

iel

d

Metro Everett subarea

Regardless of location, land acquisition will be
challenging given the active Puget Sound real estate
market and site attributes required by Public Works.

WH

EB

• The Cedar site’s general location is seen as
ideal by many stakeholders. Unfortunately, a
similarly central site is likely to experience the
same development pressures as the Cedar site.
Other parts of the city are also experiencing
development pressure and added congestion,
such as the WHEB triangle area that includes
the neighborhoods of Westmont, Holly, and
Evergreen, and the Boeing/Paine Field airport.

EPIC with Boneyard

le/

• Many otherwise-suitable parcels are located in a
hazardous zone (i.e, sites with risk of landslide,
erosion, seismic activity, liquefaction, flood, and
sites that have special and/or contaminated
soils; these are noted in pink in Figure 15). A
hazardous zone location does not preclude
development but will add cost to mitigate these
risks.

°

ng

• There are few “potentially suitable parcels,”
i.e., parcels that are zoned non-residential and
redevelopable1 (noted in green in Figure 15).

N

Tri
a

Preliminary analysis of parcel data indicates there are
few properties likely to meet Public Works’ needs (see
Figure 15):

Everett city limits
Everett urban growth area
Potentially suitable parcels
Hazardous zones
Major development zones
Planned light rail stations
Figure 15. LIMITED LAND IS AVAILABLE IN THE CITY
1 The 2018 Metro Everett subarea plan defines a redevelopable
parcel as a non-vacant parcel that is a candidate for potential
demolition of the existing building and replacement by something
new. The subarea plan considers redevelopable the parcels
where the assessed value of improvements is equal to or less
than the value of the land; this is the criterion used to identify
redevelopable parcels here.
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ALTERNATIVES
EVALUATION
Image credit: City of Everett

ALTERNATIVES OVERVIEW
The project team explored a range of possible
locations by evaluating six service center
alternatives. This chapter introduces these
alternatives, reviews major cost drivers and business
case analysis findings, and summarizes evaluation
outcomes. The best-performing alternatives were
refined to develop plan recommendations, while the
worst-performing alternatives were eliminated from
further consideration.

I-5

Smith Island

Cedar Site
Smith Ave. Site

Figure 16 illustrates the general locations identified
for analysis. The six alternative options consist
of different service center scenarios using these
locations; these alternatives are introduced below
and described in more detail starting on page 16.
• Cedar Service Center 2.0
(rebuild in place at the Cedar site)
• Cedar-Smith
(acquire land near the Cedar site or Smith Ave.
site)
• Everett Point Industrial Center
(EPIC; formerly known as Riverpoint)
• Smith Island
• Southwest Everett
(SW Hardeson Road area)
• Multi-Campus
(admin and operations headquarters at CedarSmith alternative location, operations satellite at
Southwest Everett alternative location)
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EPIC
US-2

Southwest Everett

SR-526

I-5

Everett city limits
Major highways
Locations explored through alternatives
analysis (alternative descriptions specify which
locations are included; see descriptions starting
on page 16)
Figure 16. LOCATIONS EVALUATED IN SERVICE CENTER
ALTERNATIVES

ASSUMPTIONS
The following assumptions governed the alternatives analysis. Please
note, these assumptions were updated for the revised cost analysis
performed for the recommended options; see “Recommendations Cost
Analysis Refinement” on page 32 and Figure 35 on page 34.

Pacific Ave

rsta
Inte

e
h Av

Smit

Cedar St

te5

• The Cedar Service Center 2.0 is considered the baseline option for
alternatives evaluation.

PW-owned parcels to sell
PW-owned parcels to remain
MVD/Transit-owned parcels
to remain
Figure 17. SALEABLE PARCELS AT CEDAR
SITE
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Interstate-5
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65 ac

Everett Ave

PW-owned parcels
Area retained in EPIC alternative
Area retained in all other
alternatives
Figure 18. AREA SOLD AND RETAINED
AT EPIC
Squares at upper right provide scaled
representations of the nine-acre footprint
required for existing Boneyard and police
impound uses at EPIC and the 17-acre
footprint required to co-locate the Public
Works service center with those existing
uses. Total required site area to be revisited
during design to consider how much
additional expansion space the City would
like to retain.

• Administrative and operations functions for Public Works are colocated in all alternatives, except in the Multi-Campus scenario
where a portion of the operations crew are located in a satellite
campus.
• Fleet maintenance operations (i.e., MVD) and the fueling station
remain at the Cedar site in all alternatives.
• Seven acres of Public Works-owned parcels are sold in all
alternatives, except the baseline (see Figure 17).
• The materials storage yard (Boneyard) and Police impound lot
remain at the Everett Point Industrial Center (EPIC).
• All alternatives assume EPIC site area not in use by Public Works
is sold for redevelopment (see Figure 18). EPIC site development
for private or City functions requires the construction of a new
bridge for site access. The alternatives analysis assumes the
bridge is built by a developer that purchases the unused EPIC site
area. Per-square-foot EPIC sale revenue assumptions reflect the
bridge construction cost borne by the developer1. Note: at the time
of this report’s publication, the City intends to self-finance bridge
construction. Bridge construction and sale revenue assumptions are
updated accordingly in this plan’s recommendations (see chapter
beginning on page 27).
• Relocation costs are assumed to be similar for all alternatives and
excluded from this analysis.
1 Per-square-foot EPIC revenue assumptions provided by the City based on actual
spring of 2019 cost estimate from developer.
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ALTERNATIVES

Rebuild on Public Works-owned parcels at existing
Cedar Service Center (Cedar site).

Cedar Street

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER 2.0
Pacific Ave

PRO
• No land acquisition
• Ideal central location
• Co-location of Public Works and MVD retains
existing efficiency
CON
• No economic development benefit
• Challenging construction phasing that may
require temporary facilities and service
interruptions during construction

I-5

Current site boundary
PW-owned parcels
MVD/Transit-owned parcels
MVD/Transit buildings
Railroad

CEDAR-SMITH

CEDAR SITE

Acquire less-developable land near the Cedar or
Smith Ave. sites as needed in coordination with
MVD/Transit.
PRO
• Retains central location of existing service
center while freeing most-desirable Cedar site
parcels for other development
• May retain MVD operational efficiency
depending on new location
CON
• Multiple parcel acquisition may be challenging;
higher costs if condemnation is required
• Land acquisition opportunities may be impacted
by future light rail development

I-5

SMITH AVE. SITE

Current site boundary
PW-owned parcels to sell
PW-owned parcels
MVD/Transit-owned parcels
MVD/Transit buildings
Railroad
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EPIC
Build on Public Works-owned land at EPIC. Requires
construction of a new bridge for site access to meet
Fire Marshal requirements, which is presumed to be
funded by leveraging remaining City-owned land at
EPIC.

I-5
Everett Ave bridge
(Proposed)

PRO
• No land acquisition required
• Site has ample room for future growth
• Increases efficiency through co-location with
Boneyard

US-2

Moderate-to-high
liquefaction zone
PW-owned developable area
Existing PW Boneyard
Railroad

CON
• Decreases efficiency by separating Public
Works from MVD
• Securing bridge construction agreement may be
challenging
• Added cost for liquefaction zone and flooding
risk mitigation

SOUTHWEST EVERETT
Acquire land in southwest Everett near the SW
Hardeson Road area.
SW
ree
n
Ev
erg

d
Roa

Wa
y

on

des
Har
SR-526

PRO
• Moderate-cost land acquisition
• Better access to the developing areas of Everett
CON
• Limited available land
• Significant inefficiencies due to separation of
PW from Boneyard and MVD
• Growing traffic congestion and increasing
development in southwest Everett around the
Boeing plant and Paine Field airport may impact
efficiency and service delivery
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ALTERNATIVES (CONTINUED)

SMITH ISLAND

Future I-5/SR-529
Interchange

Acquire land near Smith Island.
PRO
• Lowest-cost land acquisition

I-5

SR-52
9

CON
• Significant operational inefficiencies due to
separation of Public Works from the Boneyard,
MVD and from majority of the service areas
• Significant site access issues
• Added cost for liquefaction mitigation
• Additional costs and permits required to
connect City fiber over waterway separating
Smith Island from the rest of the city

Moderate-to-high
liquefaction zone
Major highways
Railroad

MULTI-CAMPUS
Combine the Cedar-Smith and Southwest
Everett options: build a Public Works campus for
administrative staff and operations headquarters
per the Cedar-Smith alternative and buy land for a
satellite operations campus in southwest Everett.
PRO
• Increased resiliency and responsiveness due to
multiple facilities
• Better access to the developing areas of Everett
CON
• Inefficiencies due to multi-facility construction
• Growing traffic congestion and increasing
development in southwest Everett may impact
efficiency and service delivery
• Inefficiencies due to travel time from MVD and
Boneyard for the southwest satellite crew
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ADMIN/OPERATIONS HQ
Cedar site
Smith Ave. site

Hardeson Road area

OPERATIONS SATELLITE

LOCATIONS EXCLUDED
FROM EVALUATION
The following options were excluded from analysis for the reasons
indicated below; sites are shown in Figure 19.

Kimberly-Clark
Acrowood

Existing facility

Kmart site

Everett city limits
Major highways
Alternative locations excluded
Figure 19. LOCATION ALTERNATIVES
EXCLUDED FROM EVALUATION

• Renovate existing facilities. Some improvements might extend
use of existing facilities for a few years, but renovation will not
address configuration issues or space shortages and is not a viable
long-term solution to meet Public Works needs or serve the City of
Everett.
• Long-term lease at Acrowood. Essential services should be located
on property the City controls to ensure continuity of operations;
leased property does not meet this requirement.
• Former Kmart site on WA-526 and Evergreen Way intersection. This
site does not offer benefits that differ from the Southwest Everett
option already under consideration. This area is targeted for a new
light rail station and is likely to experience the same redevelopment
pressures as the Cedar site. At the time of this report’s publication,
the property had just been sold.
• Former Kimberly-Clark wastewater treatment facility. Public Works
acquired a wastewater treatment facility bordering Everett’s central
harbor in 2019. This site includes approximately three acres of
underutilized parking area that could be redeveloped for use by
Public Works to meet some needs, but is not large enough to
accommodate all functions. This site does not offer benefits that
differ from options already under evaluation.
• Outside city limits. Land acquisition is likely to be more affordable
outside of the city, but since Public Works already owns centrallylocated land and a remote location would increase operating costs,
this option does not offer benefits that exceed lower-cost options
already under evaluation.
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ALTERNATIVES COST ANALYSIS
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Service center construction costs are composed of three components.
SERVICE CENTER PROJECT COST
The service center project cost includes hard and soft costs1 based on
square footage needs and is the same for all alternatives except MultiCampus, which assumes a 10% inefficiency due to construction of two
sites instead of one.
Service center project cost estimates were developed using per-squarefoot construction costs provided by RLB Robinson and City of Everett soft
cost mark-ups.

Hard Costs Only

$60 M

Project Cost
(includes 40% soft costs
and 9.8% sales tax)

$89 M

Total Service Center
Project Cost
(includes 40% planning
contingency)

$125 M

Figure 20. SERVICE CENTER COSTS WITH
MARK-UPS (IN 2019 DOLLARS)

Estimates assume a generic site without specialized development costs.
As this project is not designed and many cost factors remain unknown,
an additional 40% planning contingency was also included; costs should
be refined during site-specific design. Hard costs and total project costs
with markups are reported in 2019 dollars in Figure 20 and detailed in
Appendix B on page 44.
FIBER IMPROVEMENT COSTS (ALTERNATIVE-SPECIFIC)
Public Works relies on a dedicated fiber optic network to operate its
transportation and water/wastewater conveyance systems. The cost to
connect a new service center site to the City’s network varies based on
the site’s location and was provided by the City of Everett. See page 45
in Appendix B for fiber cost details.
SEISMIC RISK MITIGATION COSTS (ALTERNATIVE-SPECIFIC)
Smith Island and EPIC sites are located in a liquefaction zone and
require specialized construction to mitigate seismic risk. An additional
cost factor was included at these sites to estimate mitigation costs for
planning purposes. See page 45 in Appendix B for details.
1 Direct construction costs include materials, labor, and contractor overhead and profit.
Soft costs are additional to the hard cost and include items such as permit fees and
professional services (e.g., architecture and engineering design fees).

CEDAR
SERVICE
CENTER 2.0

CEDARSMITH

SMITH
ISLAND

SOUTHWEST
EVERETT

EPIC

MULTICAMPUS

Service Center Project Cost

$145 M

$145 M

$145 M

$145 M

$145 M

$156 M

Fiber Improvement Cost

$0.5 M

$3 M

$7 M

$5 M

$5 M

$6 M

-

-

$7 M

$7 M

-

-

$146 M

$148 M

$159 M

$157 M

$150 M

$162 M

Seismic Risk Mitigation Cost
Construction Cost

Figure 21. SERVICE CENTER COSTS WITH MARK-UPS BY ALTERNATIVE (IN 2022 DOLLARS)
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ALTERNATIVES BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS
The business case analysis described in the following pages models
facility-related costs and benefits over a 30-year analysis period and
calculates the total cost of each alternative, reported in net present value
(NPV1). All costs and benefits associated with each option have been
escalated to the year of occurrence and discounted back to 2019 by an
annualized rate of 3%.
The cost components included in the business case analysis are
introduced below; findings are located on the following pages. Detailed
assumptions are provided in Appendix B.
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Cost of constructing a new Public Works service center, cost to add and/or
upgrade fiber connections, and seismic mitigation costs where applicable
(see Figure 21 on page 20). EPIC bridge costs are excluded. Assumes
construction occurs in FY 2022 in all alternatives.
LAND ACQUISITION COSTS
Cost to purchase land in FY 2021 in all alternative scenarios requiring land
acquisition. Condemnation costs are added in alternatives where land
purchase is required near the Cedar and Smith Ave. sites.
OPERATIONS TRAVEL TIME COSTS
Quantifies 30-year operational costs associated with:
• Travel to job sites and materials yard storage (Boneyard)
• Travel to existing MVD at the Cedar site for fleet maintenance, repairs,
and fueling
Costs include vehicle operating costs (labor costs for travel time, wear and
tear, fuel, and emissions) and assume a 2.04% annualized traffic increase in
all scenarios (per City of Everett’s Comprehensive Plan, 2019).
NEW BUILDING RESIDUAL VALUE
Quantifies the remaining value embodied in the service center facilities at
the end of the business cases’ 30-year analysis period.
PROPERTY SALE REVENUE
The potential revenue generated from the sale of the Public Works-owned
north-end parcels at Cedar Street and portions of the property not in use
at EPIC (see Figure 17 and Figure 18 on page 15). Assumes land sale
occurs in FY 2024 in all alternatives.

1

Net present value is defined as the present value of all future expenditures and revenues.
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COST ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

ALTERNATIVES BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS
FINDINGS
Analysis outcomes sorted the six alternatives into two groups. The
Cedar-Smith, EPIC, and Cedar 2.0 alternatives located close to MVD and/
or the Boneyard were 20% cheaper over a 30-year period compared to
the other three alternatives that used sites located a distance from both
MVD and the Boneyard. Within the two groups, there was very little cost
variation: the lowest- and highest-cost options varied by no more than $3
million in either group.
Other cost factors contributing to these outcomes are summarized in
Figure 22 below. Figure 23 and Figure 24 provide details for the 30-year
costs and benefits measured by the business case analysis, including the
total cost of ownership (i.e., the net 30-year cost), of each alternative.
All values are presented in 2019 NPV. For detailed analysis information,
refer to Appendix B.

COST RANK

ALTERNATIVE

1
LOW-COST
GROUP

CEDAR SERVICE
CENTER 2.0

MAJOR COST FACTORS

Co-location with MVD
No land acquisition
No revenue from Cedar parcel sale
Co-location with Boneyard

2

EPIC

No land acquisition
Seismic mitigation

HIGH-COST
GROUP

3

CEDAR-SMITH

4

SOUTHWEST
EVERETT

5

SMITH ISLAND

6

MULTI-CAMPUS

Co-location with MVD1
Complex land acquisition
Distance from Boneyard and MVD
Distance from service area
Seismic mitigation
Distance from Boneyard and MVD
Multi-campus inefficiency

Figure 22. ALTERNATIVES WITH MAJOR COST FACTORS, RANKED FROM LOWEST TO
HIGHEST COST

1 Assumes new service center is adjacent to MVD. Costs may be higher if new service
center is separated from MVD by more than a few blocks.
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Millions

$200

MULTI-CAMPUS

SOUTHWEST EVERETT

EPIC

COSTS

SMITH ISLAND

$50

CEDAR-SMITH

$100

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER 2.0
(BASELINE)

$150

BENEFITS

($50)
Total cost of ownership
Figure 23. ALTERNATIVES TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP COMPARISON OVER 30 YEARS
(IN 2019 NPV)

CEDAR
SERVICE
CENTER 2.0
(BASELINE)

Construction Costs

CEDARSMITH

SMITH
ISLAND

SOUTHWEST
EVERETT

EPIC

MULTICAMPUS

$131 M

$131 M

$141 M

$139 M

$133 M

$144.5 M

-

$11 M

$2 M

-

$6.5 M

$11 M

$27 M

$27.5 M

$54 M

$27 M

$55 M

$43.5 M

New Building
Residual Value

($31.5 M)

($31.5 M)

($33 M)

($33 M)

($31.5 M)

($34 M)

Property Sale
Revenue

($17.5 M)

($26 M)

($26 M)

($23 M)

($26 M)

($26 M)

$ 109 M

$ 112 M

$ 138 M

$ 110 M

$ 137 M

$ 139 M

Land Acquisition
Costs
Operations Travel
Time Costs

TOTAL COSTS

Figure 24. COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES COSTS AND BENEFITS OVER 30 YEARS (IN 2019 NPV)
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EVALUATION CRITERIA
The project’s technical committee, leadership committee, and city council
developed the following criteria used to evaluate Public Works location
alternatives. These criteria support the most important consideration,
Public Benefit.
• Mission. How well does an option support Public Works’ ability to
serve the city?
• Resiliency. Will the option allow Public Works to maintain service
as the city experiences increased congestion or service demand,
climate change, or natural disasters?
• City Development Goals. Does the option meet City goals by
enabling redevelopment around light rail?
• Implementation Feasibility. How easy will it be to implement an
option? Are there viable properties for acquisition? Will the location
be supported by council and city residents?
• Cost. How much does each option cost to build and operate over
the facility’s lifetime?

mission

resiliency

city
development
goals

PUBLIC BENEFIT

implementation
feasibility

cost

Figure 25. ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION CRITERIA
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ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION
SUMMARY
The project team worked with stakeholders to evaluate each alternative’s
potential to meet project goals using the criteria introduced on page
24. Evaluation outcomes are summarized below.
MISSION
Cedar Service Center 2.0, Cedar-Smith, and EPIC were rated high in
meeting Public Works mission due to central location and proximity to
Boneyard. EPIC performs slightly less well as it locates Public Works
administration a distance from downtown City administration.
RESILIENCY
Cedar Service Center 2.0, Cedar-Smith, and EPIC were rated high due to
their central location. EPIC also benefits from having ample expansion
room to accommodate growth. Smith Island performed poorly due to
seismic risk and limited accessibility; Southwest Everett performed poorly
due to traffic congestion and separation from MVD and the Boneyard.
CITY DEVELOPMENT GOALS
All alternatives, except Cedar 2.0, support redevelopment of the key
frontage parcels along Pacific Avenue to support the city’s mixed-use
vision. EPIC performed well due to growth potential catalyzed by the
new bridge this option requires. Cedar-Smith also performed well as this
option would revitalize underdeveloped parcels in the downtown area.
IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY
EPIC performed well as land acquisition is not required. Cedar-Smith also
performed well as the location is supported by decision-makers and Public
Works operations. Cedar 2.0 performed worst as it is not well-supported by
decision-makers and would require disruptive phased construction.
COST
Per the cost analysis summary on page 23 of this chapter, 30-year
costs for Cedar 2.0, Cedar-Smith, and EPIC are similar, despite EPIC’s
higher initial construction costs. All three options are approximately
$30 million cheaper to build and operate over 30 years relative to the
remaining alternatives.

Excellent
Moderate
Poor

CEDAR
SERVICE
CENTER 2.0

CEDARSMITH

SMITH
ISLAND

EPIC

SOUTHWEST
EVERETT

MULTICAMPUS

$ 109 M

$ 112 M

$ 138 M

$ 110 M

$ 137 M

$ 139 M

Mission
Resiliency
City Development Goals
Implementation Feasibility
Life Cycle Cost (2019 NPV)

Figure 26. ALTERNATIVES RANKED RELATIVE TO THE PROJECT’S EVALUATION CRITERIA
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CONCLUSIONS
THE WORST-PERFORMING LOCATIONS ARE ALSO THE MOST
EXPENSIVE
The most impactful factor in the performance of the alternatives was
their location relative to the Boneyard and MVD. The Smith Island,
Southwest Everett, and Multi-Campus scenarios each incurred
approximately $30 million in additional 30-year operating costs over the
baseline scenario (Cedar Service Center 2.0) due to their separation from
the Boneyard and MVD. This inefficiency also caused these options to
perform poorly relative to the Mission and Resiliency evaluation criteria.
EPIC IS THE BEST-PERFORMING OPTION
Relocating the service center to EPIC will best position Everett Public Works
to meet needs and build resiliency. Some implementation challenges
remain: the feasibility of this option is contingent on bridge construction
and confirmation that flooding and seismic risk can be adequately
mitigated. Mitigation feasibility analysis and cost refinement is addressed
in “Recommendations Cost Analysis Refinement” on page 32.

Cedar
site
Southwest
Everett

EPIC
Smith
Ave.
site

5 min
$7.2M

10 min 15 min 20 min
$14.6M $21.4M $29M

30-YEAR TRAVEL TIME NPV COST

CEDAR-SMITH PROVIDES MORE ADVANTAGES THAN CEDAR 2.0
The Cedar-Smith and Cedar 2.0 options are similar in 30-year cost, but
the Cedar-Smith option better supports the City’s development goals
and may be less challenging to implement than Cedar 2.0. The CedarSmith option is a good back-up alternative if the EPIC option encounters
implementation challenges.

Everett city limits
Major highways
Alternative locations evaluated

FLEET SUPPORT IS KEY TO MEETING OPERATIONAL GOALS
Alternatives located a distance from MVD were significantly more
expensive (see Figure 28) and performed poorly relative to the Resiliency
and Mission criteria: an operational fleet is critical to Public Works’
performance of essential and emergency functions. Fleet maintenance
and repair services should be included on-site to increase efficiency and
minimize operational downtime and costs.
EVALUATION
CRITERIA SCORING

Smith
Island

Figure 28. THIRTY-YEAR NPV COST OF
TRAVEL TIME BETWEEN MVD AT CEDAR
SITE AND SERVICE CENTER ALTERNATIVE
LOCATIONS

NET COST (2019 NPV)
(Relative to Cedar
Service Center 2.0)

EPIC

+$1M

First choice

CEDAR-SMITH

+$3M

Backup choice

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER 2.0

-

MULTI-CAMPUS

+$30M

SOUTHWEST EVERETT

+$28M

SMITH ISLAND

+$29M

Figure 27. ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION SUMMARY TABLE
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RECOMMENDATIONS
& IMPLEMENTATION
Image credit: City of Everett

RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
The following four key recommendations position Public Works to deliver
efficient and resilient service into the future:
• Relocate Public Works operations to EPIC.
• Pursue Cedar-Smith as a back-up plan simultaneously to minimize
implementation delays if the EPIC option proves infeasible1.
• Co-locate vehicle maintenance and repair functions with Public
Works.
• Anticipate the long-term need for a south end operations satellite.
This chapter provides detailed descriptions of these recommendations,
revised cost estimates, and action steps. Plan benefits are summarized
on page 40.

1 Note, in the event both the EPIC and Cedar-Smith options prove infeasible, the next
most-viable path forward will likely be Cedar 2.0.
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IMPLEMENT EPIC OPTION
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The EPIC site best supports the City’s vision for vibrant development
and Public Works’ long-term ability to sustain a high level of service. By
co-locating the service center with the Boneyard, Public Works will realize
immediate benefits through reduced operational costs and increased
resiliency and responsiveness. The site’s capacity to accommodate
growth is a substantial benefit that will contribute to the City’s resiliency
over time. Estimated total site area is provided in Appendix B in Figure
51 and includes assumptions for retained growth area; this growth
assumption should be evaluated and revised to meet needs for all City
functions located at the EPIC site.
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Everett Ave

PW-owned parcels
Moderate-to-high
liquefaction zone

MITIGATE SEISMIC AND FLOODING RISK
Robust and conservative seismic and flooding measures should be
included in site development to maximize resiliency and ensure the site
remains accessible and operational at all times. Conceptual mitigation
measures and costs are described in Appendix B on page 45.

Existing Boneyard
Figure 29. EPIC SITE

Cedar St
Inte
rsta
te-

e
h Av

Smit

5

CEDAR SITE

Pacific Ave

SMITH AVE. SITE

Current site boundary
PW-owned parcels
MVD/Transit-owned parcels
Railroad
Figure 30. PUBLIC WORKS AND TRANSIT
PARCEL OWNERSHIP NEAR DOWNTOWN
EVERETT

SIMULTANEOUSLY PURSUE THE CEDARSMITH BACK-UP PLAN
Public Works facilities have limited useful life remaining; the City must act
expeditiously to ensure continuity of operations. Until sufficient progress
has been made on bridge and predesign efforts to validate the EPIC site’s
viability, the City should simultaneously pursue the Cedar-Smith option
as a back-up plan until EPIC option implementation is certain.
RETAIN CITY CONTROL OF TRANSIT-OWNED PROPERTY
This Public Works effort should coordinate with Transit to ensure the
Smith Ave property and Transit parcels at the Cedar campus remain
available for use by Public Works for implementation of the Cedar-Smith
back-up plan. If Transit chooses to implement their Smith Ave. master
plan and Public Works pursues the Cedar-Smith back-up plan, both
efforts should coordinate to leverage joint-use efficiencies.
PURSUE ACQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL PROPERTY NEAR SMITH AVE.
Public Works should develop a land acquisition strategy that identifies
the parcels needed to assemble the total site area for back-up strategy
implementation. Should those parcels be offered for sale before EPIC
feasibility has been confirmed, the City should acquire them; if they
are sold to another party, they are unlikely to be feasible candidates for
City purchase within the time frame needed to support Public Works
operations.
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RECOMMENDATIONS (CONTINUED)

INCLUDE ON-SITE FLEET SUPPORT
Fleet maintenance and fueling services should be co-located with Public
Works to enhance resiliency, reduce downtime, and provide operational
savings.
Siting Public Works at EPIC while MVD remains at the Cedar site could
result in approximately 90 additional five-minute trips per day for Public
Works staff and vehicles. These trips are estimated to cost approximately
$14 million (2020 NPV) more than the baseline scenario over a 20-year
period1.
Separate sites would also reduce response time during normal and
emergency operating conditions. Public Works fleet vehicles are complex
and operate under demanding conditions which require much more
frequent maintenance and repair relative to typical passenger vehicles.
Snow and ice response operations are especially intensive and often
require 24-hour fleet maintenance support that will be less efficient and
harder to coordinate from a separate location.
The recommended co-location could be achieved by building a small
satellite fleet support shop with Public Works or completely relocating
MVD from the Cedar Service Center to the new service center. At a
minimum, this new service center MVD shop should be sized and staffed
to meet Public Works’ needs.
COORDINATE WITH MVD CAPITAL INVESTMENT PLANNING AND
TRANSIT DECISION-MAKING
Existing MVD facilities are at the end of their useful lives and will need
reinvestment soon. The City is also exploring whether to continue
operating transit in-house or to move operations into Community
Transit’s portfolio; this question will be decided by a simple majority vote
by Everett residents.
Once the Transit portfolio decision has been made, the City has an
opportunity to assess which distribution of fleet support facilities best
serves the City’s fleet portfolio, and guide MVD facility replacements at
the new service center and elsewhere accordingly. If Transit leaves the
City, it may make sense to rebuild the entire MVD function with the new
service center, as Public Works would then be their largest customer. If
Transit remains in the City, a smaller satellite MVD shop may be more
appropriate for the service center, with MVD headquarters remaining colocated with Transit.
1 Calculation assumes travel costs begin accruing upon service center construction
completion in 2028.
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Figure 31. PUBLIC WORKS SNOWPLOW
In a 2019 snow event, Public Works crews
plowed more than 10,000 miles of road in
less than two weeks. Image credit: City of
Everett

Figure 32. PUBLIC WORKS CREWS
CLEARING A ROAD OF SNOW AND
DOWNED TREES OVERNIGHT
Image credit: City of Everett

PLAN FOR LONG-TERM GROWTH WITH A
SOUTH-END SATELLITE

SW

Within several decades, Everett’s size and levels of congestion may
warrant the addition of a satellite operations facility in the south end
of the City. Public Works should consider opportunities to purchase
property that becomes available in an appropriate location. A candidate
property would be three to five acres, have appropriate zoning, and could
include existing crew support or storage structures for short-term use.
Such a property could reduce travel time and support operations as a
materials and emergency supply storage site until development of a crew
operations satellite is warranted.
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Figure 33. TARGET AREA FOR LONGTERM SOUTH END SATELLITE
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RECOMMENDATIONS COST ANALYSIS
REFINEMENT
Estimated costs for the preferred, back-up, and baseline alternatives were
impacted by findings and decisions made after this project’s alternatives
evaluation phase was complete. The cost analysis was refined to provide
the City with best-available cost information for the plan’s recommended
options. These refinements are described below and summarized
in Figure 35 on page 34. The updated business case analysis is
summarized in Figure 36 and Figure 37 on page 35.

FLEET MAINTENANCE CO-LOCATED WITH SERVICE CENTER1
Though the Motor Vehicle Division (MVD) was not the scoped focus of
this study, co-locating fleet shop space with Public Works operations
is critical for emergency response and operations efficiency. This plan
recommends the future service center incorporate vehicle maintenance
and fueling services; construction costs for EPIC and Cedar-Smith
options have been updated to include estimated costs for a satellite MVD
shop large enough to support Public Works’ fleet; see Appendix A. Costs
for a fueling station are excluded. Facility space needs and construction
costs for this satellite shop will need to be refined and staffing impacts
assessed once the future of Transit operations has been decided.
SEISMIC AND FLOODING MITIGATION COSTS
EPIC construction costs were updated to include conservative costs
for conceptual mitigation measures prepared by a geotechnical firm
(“Liquefaction and Flooding Mitigation Costs”, Aspect Consulting,
February 2020). These costs assume mitigation measures are applied
throughout the entire service center campus and access road to ensure
continuous operation of the service center after a seismic or flooding
event. Proposed mitigation measures include elevating the ground level
five feet above the 100-year flood plain and building stone columns
throughout. See Figure 34 and page 45 in Appendix B.

Feet above 100-year flood plain

PUBLIC WORKS ADMINISTRATION RELOCATION
In December of 2019, City administration decided to renovate vacant
floors of the Everett Municipal Building and relocate Public Works
administrative and customer service staff to that location. Renovation
and relocation efforts are planned for completion in 2023. This decision
reduced construction costs and total site area needed for the new service
center in all options.

6’
5’

Cost estimate
assumption

4’
3’
2’

500-year
flood plain

1’
0’

SITE ELEVATION

100-year
flood plain

Elevation required by 2020
Snohomish County code for
critical facilities
Additional elevation
proposed at EPIC service
center to anticipate sea level
rise
Figure 34. PROPOSED SITE ELEVATION
RELATIVE TO FLOOD PLAIN
Flood plain elevations per 2019 Federal
Emergency Management Agenda Flood
Insurance Risk Maps

1 An MVD satellite may not be needed in the Cedar-Smith option if the new service
center location is sufficiently proximate to the existing MVD shops, but this is not likely
given limited property available for acquisition adjacent to the existing site.
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The Cedar-Smith option may also incur unforeseen costs to mitigate site
contamination or demolish existing structures on purchased property.
As no site-specific information was available, it is assumed addressing
these conditions will be feasible within the project’s 40% contingency.
EPIC BRIDGE AND PROPERTY VALUE ASSUMPTIONS
To implement the preferred alternative, the City intends to build the bridge
to its EPIC property and sell unused site area for redevelopment upon
bridge completion; the revised EPIC option analysis includes estimated
bridge costs and assumes sale revenue for unused EPIC property will
be higher in that option due to bridge access. EPIC property revenue
assumptions were updated in all options based on updated appraisal
information provided by the City (see page 46 of “Appendix B. Business
Case Analysis”).
CITY-RETAINED AREA AT EPIC
The original EPIC alternative retained an additional 10% of the service
center site area for future growth. The revised analysis assumes 10% of
all City site uses (including Boneyard and Police Impound) are retained.
REVISED IMPLEMENTATION TIMING ASSUMPTIONS
The revised cost analysis reflects the following assumptions:
construction begins in 2025; ongoing operations travel time costs begin
to accrue following construction completion in 2028; the unused portion
of EPIC is sold in 2025; and the Cedar Street parcels are sold in 2030.
Land acquisition for the Cedar-Smith option occurs in 2023.
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COST FACTOR

Cost Year

Construction Costs

EPIC Bridge Costs

ALTERNATIVES BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS

• 2019 NPV

• 2020 NPV

• Admin presumed co-located with
Operations

• Admin presumed co-located at
EMB

• MVD not included

• MVD satellite included in program
for EPIC and Cedar-Smith options

• Liquefaction and flooding
mitigation costs for EPIC and Smith
Island alternatives estimated using
per-square-foot factors

• Liquefaction and flooding
mitigation costs for EPIC site
refined per Aspect Consulting
assessment

• EPIC bridge assumed to be
financed by developer in all
alternatives; bridge costs assumed
to be reflected in site sale revenue

• EPIC bridge costs added to EPIC
alternative; presumed financed by
City

• 48 acres sold at EPIC in the EPIC
option

• 47 acres sold at EPIC in the EPIC
option due to increase in retained
growth area

Property Sale Revenue

Implementation Timing

RECOMMENDATIONS COST ANALYSIS

• Updated EPIC revenue assumptions
provided by City per appraisal; EPIC
option assumes higher revenue due
to added value of bridge access
•
•
•
•
•

Construction begins 2022
Travel costs begin accruing 2022
EPIC site area sold 2024
Cedar parcels sold 2024
Land acquisition 2021

Figure 35. RECOMMENDATIONS COST REFINEMENTS SUMMARY
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•
•
•
•
•

Construction begins 2025
Travel costs begin accruing 2028
EPIC site area sold 2025
Cedar parcels sold 2030
Land acquisition 2023

Millions

$200

$150

COSTS

The alternatives are cost-comparable, with
approximately 6% variation between the CedarSmith and EPIC options. The baseline option, Cedar
2.0, is shown here to be less expensive than the
two alternatives, but it is important to note those
alternatives also include costs and benefits of an
MVD satellite, while the baseline is not burdened with
any MVD recapitalization costs.
EPIC

$50

CEDAR-SMITH

$100

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER 2.0
(BASELINE)

REVISED COST ANALYSIS
FINDINGS

BENEFITS

($50)
Total cost of ownership
Figure 36. UPDATED TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP COMPARISON
FOR RECOMMENDED OPTIONS AND BASELINE OVER 30 YEARS
(IN 2020 NPV)

MVD facilities at the Cedar Service Center are at the
end of their service life and will require investment.
If the baseline option included MVD recapitalization
costs to match the two alternatives, it would be
comparable in cost to the Cedar-Smith alternative.
Actual costs for the MVD presence at the new service
center will vary pending outcomes from the Transit
portfolio decisions; the MVD costs shown here reflect
an MVD satellite sized for Public Works fleet and
exclude fueling station costs.
CEDAR SERVICE
CENTER 2.0
(BASELINE)

Construction Costs

CEDAR-SMITH

EPIC

$108 M

$108 M

$126 M

Construction Costs (MVD satellite)

-

$11 M

$13 M

EPIC Bridge Costs

-

-

$17 M

Land Acquisition Costs

-

$11 M

-

$37 M

$37 M

$27 M

($28 M)

($28 M)

($28 M)

-

($3 M)

($3 M)

Property Sale Revenue

($11 M)

($21 M)

($30 M)

NET 30-YEAR COSTS1

$ 105 M2

$ 114 M

$ 121 M

Operations Travel Time Costs
New Building Residual Value
New Building Residual Value (MVD satellite)

Figure 37. UPDATED COMPARISON OF COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR RECOMMENDED OPTIONS AND BASELINE OVER 30 YEARS (IN 2020 NPV)
1

Line items may not sum to total due to rounding.

2 Note, all three options will eventually require the rebuild of all MVD facilities, which are at the end of their service lives. Cedar-Smith
and EPIC options include the partial cost of rebuilding MVD facilities as an MVD satellite, but the baseline option does not include any
MVD construction costs as existing shops are already co-located with Public Works. Total MVD and Public Works construction costs for
the baseline option are therefore understated relative to the two recommended options.
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FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
The project team assessed the financial feasibility of a new service center
using Public Works’ rate model, which estimates the utility rates needed
to pay for capital and operating expenses1 over a 20-year period.
FINDINGS
Proposed service center implementation costs satisfied the two key
performance metrics the City identified to establish feasibility:
• Maintaining a two-to-one coverage ratio of operating income to
debt service costs
• Maintaining an annual rate increase of less than 5%
Service center-related rate increases occur in the first eight years. As
shown in Figure 39, these impacts cause a net average annual increase of
less than 1.5% during that time, with total rate increases remaining below
4%. These modeled rate increases shown add approximately $13 on
average to the monthly bill of a typical rate-payer2 over the 20-year period
addressed by the rate model. Rates will continue to be elevated until
debt is paid off in 2051, at which point the service center will still have 30
remaining years of service life3.
This model is frequently updated by Public Works to account for
differences between actual and planned expenses and is therefore not
very sensitive to moderate variation; adjustments to the service center’s
implementation timing will not negatively impact rates or change
feasibility analysis conclusions. Similarly, the minor cost differences
between the EPIC and Cedar-Smith options do not appreciably impact
conclusions: neither option is more or less feasible relative to the metrics
above.

1 The capital and operating expenses reflected in the model include costs from the
current 2019-2029 capital improvement plan; expenses beyond 2029 are a rolling average.
Estimated expenses account for utility system growth and economic factors such as labor
inflation, construction cost inflation, and fueling cost inflation.
2

A typical rate-payer is assumed to use 1,000 cubic feet of water per month.

3 In this analysis, service center design was assumed to begin in 2022, with construction
beginning in 2024. Service center debt was assumed to be paid off after 25 years.
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DURATION OF
SERVICE CENTER
RATE IMPACTS

2022
2026

USEFUL LIFE OF
SERVICE CENTER

2051

2081

Figure 38. DURATION OF COSTS AND
BENEFITS

AVERAGE
ANNUAL
RATE
INCREASE

20212028

20-Year
Average

Without
Service Center

2.5%

2.7%

With Service
Center

3.95%

3.2%

Net Increase
Due to Service
Center

1.45%

0.5%

Figure 39. AVERAGE ANNUAL RATE
INCREASE SUMMARY TABLE

ACTION PLAN
The following pages describe the implementation action plan in three
stages.

2020-2022
STAGE I: ASSESS FEASIBILITY
To ensure the new service center is completed as soon as possible, this
plan recommends pursing the preferred alternative and the back-up plan
simultaneously until the feasibility of the preferred option is confirmed.
CONFIRM EPIC SITE DEVELOPMENT AND BRIDGE FEASIBILITY
At the time of this report, the City is pursuing bridge construction to
the EPIC site. Bridge design, service center predesign and technical
assessments, and budget development will validate the viability of the
EPIC site as the preferred site for the Public Works service center.
CEDAR-SMITH PROPERTY STRATEGY
Until the path to the EPIC option is confirmed, the City should also pursue
the land acquisition needed for the Cedar-Smith back-up option:
• Ensure the Smith Ave. site and Transit parcels at the Cedar site
remain available for potential use by service center. Do not surplus
these properties or convey the Smith Ave. to Community Transit if
Everett Transit is absorbed into their portfolio.
• Identify which additional parcels are most promising for CedarSmith implementation. Leverage use of the Smith Ave. site to
reduce total site area needed for purchase from private parties.
Should Transit remain in the City’s portfolio and decide to
implement their master plan for this site, it will still be advantageous
for the new service center to be located nearby to leverage shared
fleet support services. If Transit leaves the City’s portfolio, their
parcels at the existing Cedar campus could also be leveraged for
Cedar-Smith implementation.
• Pursue friendly acquisition opportunities if they arise. Should a
property that is beneficial to the back-up plan go on the market,
the City should proactively acquire it. It will likely be much more
costly to acquire if recently sold to another party and, if needed for
an appropriately sized and configured service center, may require
condemnation. Should the EPIC option prove successful, the City
can then surplus the property. Project implementation steps and
timing will depend on which site option is pursued; implementation
details will also be impacted by several internal and external factors.
The following pages describe the implementation timeline and key
coordination and decision points.
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ACTION PLAN (CONTINUED)

2022-2023
STAGE II: COORDINATE & REFINE
STRATEGY
The investigation and preliminary design for the EPIC bridge and site
development to confirm the EPIC option’s feasibility is expected to be
complete by 2022. Once the future service center location is confirmed,
the City should coordinate with parallel efforts as described below and in
Figure 40 to refine the service center implementation plan.
EPIC AND CEDAR-SMITH OPTIONS:
REFINE MVD SPACE NEEDS PER TRANSIT DECISION OUTCOMES
The future of Transit in the City’s portfolio will impact the ideal scale and
location of MVD facilities and functions. Consider citywide fleet support
needs and develop space and staffing requirements for the service
center’s MVD presence.
CEDAR-SMITH OPTION ONLY:
UPDATE PROPERTY STRATEGY PER TRANSIT DECISION OUTCOMES
If the Cedar-Smith option is confirmed, the City should refine their
property acquisition strategy and accumulate any remaining land needed
to support the service center as swiftly as possible. This effort should
determine whether Transit intends to make use of the Smith Ave. site and
their Cedar site parcels or whether they will be available for acquisition
for the new service center.
CONSIDER NEED FOR SEISMIC UPGRADES AT CEDAR
Once Public Works administrative staff have relocated to renovated space
at the Everett Municipal Building in 2023, the City should reassess how
soon the new service center will be completed. If delays are anticipated,
the City should evaluate whether interim seismic improvements or
temporary facilities at the Cedar Service Center for remaining staff are
desired.
STAGE I
OPTION
OUTCOME

EPIC
CEDAR-SMITH

Revise
MVD
space
needs

Transit portfolio decision
expected 2023

Figure 40. STAGE II COORDINATION FLOWCHART
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Update
land
acquisition
strategy

Evaluate need
for interim
improvements
at Cedar
EMB renovation and Admin
relocation expected 2023

STAGE
III

Millions

2022-3031
STAGE III: DESIGN & BUILD
SERVICE CENTER

$40
$30
$20

EPIC Bridge Costs

$10

EPIC EPIC Land Sale

$0
-$10

$10

2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

$20

Design and Development

-$10

Construction

-$20

EPIC Bridge Costs
2035

2034

2033

2032

EPIC Sale Revenue

2031

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

Cedar Sale Revenue
2023

2022

2021

-$30

EPIC Design and Development

2030

$0

Millions

Figure 41. EPIC SPENDING PLAN (COSTS SHOWN IN YEAR OF
EXPENSE)

$30
$20

Cedar-Smith Land Acquisition

• How quickly the EPIC option is ruled out

$0
-$10
2035

2034

2033

2032

2031

2030

2029

2028

2027

2026

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

-$20

property includes
usable
structures
or
requires
additional
Cedar-Smith Land Acquisition
Cedar-Smith Land Acquisition
site improvements that accelerate or delay
Cedar-Smith Design and
Cedar-Smith
Design and
completion
Development

Design and Development
$40
Construction
2035
2035

2034
2034

2033
2033

EPIC Sale Revenue

Development
Cedar-Smith Construction
Cedar-Smith Construction

2032
2032

2031
2031

2030
2030

2029
2029

2028
2028

2027
2027

2026
2026

Cedar Sale Revenue
2025
2025

2024
2024

Cedar-Smith Design and
• How quickly, and
at what price, the City is able
Development
to acquire enough
property
to begin design; if
Cedar-Smith
Construction
condemnation is needed, timelines are likely to
Cedar-Smith Cedar Land Sale
extend and costs may be greater
Cedar-Smith
EPIC Land
Sale
• Whether
theSale
acquired
Cedar-Smith
EPIC Land

Land Acquisition

2023
2023

EPIC PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE
EPIC Construction
Design and
development
of the EPIC option can begin
EPIC Cedar Land Sale
as soon as bridge and site development feasibility is
confirmed but should ideally wait until space needs
and functional requirements for the MVD presence at
the new service center are known. The spending plan
illustrated in Figure 41 assumes this option delivers a
new service center by 2027.
CEDAR-SMITH BACK-UP
Cedar-Smith implementation is likely to take longer
to complete. Timeline and costs are subject to
Cedar-Smith EPIC Land Sale
greater variability due to three primary factors:

$40

$10

2022
2022

40
40
30
30
20
20
10
10
$0
$0
10
10
20
20

-$30

$30

2021
2021

Millions

-$20
$40

This page describes conceptual timelines for service
EPIC Design and Development
center design and construction. In both options,
EPIC Construction is estimated to last
project design and development
approximately 18 months
to two years, construction
EPIC Cedar Land Sale
is estimated to last three to four years, and the
Bridge Costs
vacatedEPIC
parcels
at the Cedar site are assumed to
be sold in
the
two
years following service center
EPIC EPIC Land Sale
construction.

The spending plan illustrated in Figure 42 assumes
Cedar-Smith Cedar Land Sale
Cedar-Smith Cedar Land Sale
this
option delivers a new service center by 2029.

Figure 42. CEDAR-SMITH SPENDING PLAN (COSTS SHOWN IN
YEAR OF EXPENSE)

40
40
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BENEFITS SUMMARY
Public Works operations campuses are paradoxical to site: they are
space-intensive, industrial operations that are best served with highly
accessible locations typically reserved for central business districts.
Everett is fortunate to have two good location options for its future
operations campus as its downtown develops and grows.
This plan’s recommendations:
• Chart a consensus-built path towards a new service center that
remains achievable and empowers the City to make good decisions
if implementation challenges or delays arise
• Avoid the operational, environmental, and safety costs and risks of
continuing to operate from deteriorating facilities
• Create the opportunity to catalyze economic development on the
Cedar site
• Position Public Works to provide efficient, modernized, resilient
service to Everett residents for decades to come
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APPENDICES
Image credit: City of Everett

Appendix A. SPACE NEEDS
To support site selection, this study relied on space needs (or "program")
estimates developed for "Public Works Master Plan Report: City of Everett
Service Center Redevelopment" (DLR Group, 2016).
The "Alternatives Original Program" columns in Figure 44 provide
space needs by type and detailed program assumptions for the original
Alternatives analysis described in the "Alternatives Evaluation" chapter.
The "Recommendations Program" columns provide the refined space
needs assumptions reflected in this plan's recommendations. The
operations program for Cedar 2.0 omits the footprint required for future
MVD operations, which will vary depending on whether Transit remains in
the City's portfolio.
This study's space needs assumptions are listed below and footnoted in
shown in Figure 43 where applicable:
• The Multi-Campus alternative scenario includes an additional 10%
to account for split campus inefficiencies.
• Site space needs were calculated using site circulation factors by
building type as shown in Figure 42. These planning-level factors
estimate circulation space needed to accommodate oversized fleet
movement on site.
• Alternatives analysis assumes office spaces are located on
the upper stories of a multi-story structure to reduce the total
site area required, except in the EPIC alternative where singlestory construction is assumed to reduce liquefaction mitigation
construction costs.
• Site requirements include a 20% contingency to anticipate site
configuration inefficiencies that may result from irregularly shaped
sites and to meet minimum 19% landscape improvements required
by City of Everett development code 19.35.040 (see Figure 43).
• Staff parking area required at EPIC assumes parking-to-staff ratio
is 0.9. Staff parking area required at Cedar-Smith and Cedar 2.0 will
be less than at EPIC due to street parking availability and transit
access; space needs assumptions are based on a parking-to-staff
ratio of 0.75.
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BUILDING SPACE
TYPE

SITE
CIRCULATION
FACTOR

Office

1.20

Shop, heated and
site storage, and
all parking areas

1.75

Warehouse, heated
parking, and
vehicle wash

2.00

Figure 43. SITE CIRCULATION FACTORS

ALTERNATIVES ORIGINAL PROGRAM

RECOMMENDATIONS PROGRAM

SINGLE
CAMPUS

EPIC ALTERNATIVE

MULTI-CAMPUS1

ADMIN AND ADMIN AND OPS
OPS
OPS HQ
SATELLITE
SPACE TYPE

Office

OPS

CEDAR-SMITH
ALTERNATIVE

CEDAR
2.02

MVD
OPS
SATELLITE

MVD
OPS
SATELLITE

1,0803

1,0802

SPACE USE (in gross square foot)

75,2203

60,2502

18,3002

33,2704

33,2702

Warehouse

19,660

10,810

10,810

19,660

Shop

26,860

14,780

14,780

26,860

Heated Storage

4,660

2,560

2,560

4,660

4,660

4,660

Site Storage

5,280

2,900

2,900

5,280

5,280

5,280

Vehicle Wash

1,430

1,430

1,430

1,430

1,430

1,430

Covered Parking

5,590

3,070

3,070

5,590

5,590

5,590

Heated Parking

9,320

5,120

5,120

9,320

9,320

9,320

Surface Parking

82,820

62,640

24,660

63,4205

Site Circulation7

124,320

78,050

41,170

19,660
9,350

4,3304

26,860

57,1206

33,2702
19,660

9,350

26,860

4,3305

57,1205

126,900

115,300

105,040

SPACE USE (in site square foot)

Site Area
Contingency8
TOTAL SITE
AREA

279,940

190,420

111,830

311,150

258,900

234,960

55,990

38,080

22,370

62,230

51,780

46,990

335,930

228,500

134,200

373,380

310,680

281,950

7.7 ac

5.3 ac

3.1 ac

8.6 ac

7.1 ac

6.5 ac

Figure 44. BUILDING SPACE USE PROGRAM AND SITE AREA REQUIRED

1 Multi-campus alternative scenario includes an additional 10% to account for split campus inefficiencies.
2 The Cedar 2.0 option will require additional site area to accommodate the future MVD facility.
3 Office space is assumed to be on the upper level of a multi-story structure and does not contribute towards total site area.
4 All office space construction at EPIC is assumed to be single-story to reduce liquefaction-related construction costs.
5 Staff parking area required at EPIC assumes parking-to-staff ratio is 0.9.
6 Staff parking area required at Cedar-Smith and Cedar 2.0 will be less than at EPIC due to street parking availability; assumes parkingto-staff ratio is 0.75.
7 Site space needs were calculated using site circulation factors by building type as shown in Figure 43. These planning-level factors
estimate circulation space needed to accommodate oversized fleet movement on site.
8 Site requirements include a 20% contingency to anticipate site configuration inefficiencies that may result from irregularly shaped sites
and to meet minimum 19% landscape improvements required by City of Everett development code 19.35.040.
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Appendix B. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS
The business case analysis (BCA) models the costs and benefits over
a 30-year period and calculates a total cost of ownership for each
alternative evaluated in this study. All costs and benefits have been
annually escalated at a rate of 5% to the year in which they are estimated
to occur, then discounted back at a rate of 3% and conveyed as net
present values (NPV).
The BCA was first conducted in 2019 to evaluate all six alternatives and
identify the best-performing options for refined analysis ("original BCA";
see pages 21-23 in "Alternatives Evaluation"). The BCA was updated
and refined in 2020 for the two best-performing options and the baseline
scenario per project outcomes ("revised BCA"; see pages 32-35).
This appendix summarizes the assumptions used for the original BCA
and notes the refinements made in the revised BCA where applicable.

BCA COMPONENT SUMMARY
Costs:
•
•
•
•
•

Construction
Fiber upgrade
Seismic and flood mitigation
Land acquisition
Operations travel time

Benefits:
• New building residual value
• Property sale revenue

The original BCA's 30-year time period includes fiscal years (FY) 2019
and 2048; NPV is presented in 2019 dollars. The revised BCA spans FYs
2020-2049; NPV is presented in 2020 dollars.
The original BCA space need assumptions are shown as the "Original
Program" (Figure 44 on page 43). Revised BCA space needs are shown
as the "Recommended Program" in the same figure.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Direct cost estimates for individual space types in 2019 dollars were
provided by RLB Robinson (see Figure 45) and project cost mark-ups
were provided by the City of Everett (see Figure 46). All alternatives
assume construction begins in FY 2022. The revised BCA assumes
construction begins in FY 2025.
SPACE TYPE

DIRECT COST
PROJECT COST
(in 2019$ per square foot) (in 2022$ per square foot)

PROJECT COST MARK-UP

Office

$307

$898

Warehouse

$204

$598

Shop

$320

$936

Heated Storage

$280

$820

Site Storage

$140

$410

Bonds and insurance

Covered Parking

$144

$421

Sales tax

9.8%

Heated Parking

$280

$820

Vehicle Wash

$440

$1,287

Soft cost markups

40%

Sitework Costs

$23

$67

Project contingency

40%

Liquefaction markup1

$35

$102

Figure 45. DIRECT AND PROJECT CONSTRUCTION COSTS
1 Applies only to the building footprint of structures located in a liquefaction zone
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General conditions

6%

General requirements

6%

Overhead and profit fee

Annual escalation

5.5%
2%

5%

Figure 46. PROJECT COST MARK-UP

SITE

DIRECT
COST
(in 2019$)

Smith Avenue

$3.2 M

Cedar Street

$0.4 M

Smith Island*

$7.0 M

EPIC*

$4.9 M

Southwest Everett

$5.1 M

Kimberley-Clark

$1.3 M

Everett Municipal Building

$0.6 M

Figure 47. FIBER UPGRADE COSTS AT EACH SITE
*Excludes permitting costs to bore across BNSF railroad and retrofit
costs to intercept abandoned water main line

PUBLIC WORKS
OPERATIONS WITH MVD
SATELLITE
Moderate sea
level rise

Extreme sea
level rise

Seismic Construction
Cost1

$6.21 M

$6.21 M

Flood Mitigation
Construction Cost1

$1.33 M

$2.35 M

Additional
contingency (16.67%)2

$1.25 M

$1.42 M

Owner’s soft cost
markups (40%)

$3.51 M

$3.99 M

$12.31 M

$13.98 M

TOTAL
CONSTRUCTION COST

Figure 48. REVISED SEISMIC AND FLOOD MITIGATION
CONSTRUCTION COSTS (IN 2020 DOLLARS)

1 Per "Conceptual Geotechnical and Flood Hazard Cost Estimate
Report" (Aspect Consulting, LLC; 2020)
2 Mark-up added to Aspect costs to account for overall project
contingency of 40%

EPIC BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION
The original BCA excluded bridge construction costs.
The revised BCA assumes the City builds a bridge in
the EPIC alternative for $19 million (2023 dollars).

NEW BUILDING RESIDUAL VALUE
New buildings are assumed to have a 55-year life and
residual value is calculated at the analysis year end
(FY 2048) using straight line depreciation from the
year of construction or FY 2022 in all alternatives.
The revised BCA assumes the year of construction is
FY 2025 and the analysis year end is FY 2049.

FIBER UPGRADE COSTS
Costs to connect fiber to new sites or upgrade
connections at existing sites were provided by
the City of Everett (see Figure 47). All alternatives
assume fiber upgrades occur in FY 2022. The revised
BCA assumes fiber upgrades occur in FY 2025.

SEISMIC AND FLOOD MITIGATION COSTS
Seismic mitigation costs for the original BCA were
estimated for alternatives analysis using the generic
liquefaction cost provided in Figure 45 on page 44
and assumes mitigation occurs concurrent with
construction beginning FY 2022.
Aspect Consulting developed conceptual seismic
and flood mitigation costs specific to the EPIC site
for the revised BCA; these were adjusted to include
contingency and soft cost mark-ups provided by the
City of Everett (see Figure 48) and assume mitigation
occurs concurrent with construction beginning FY
2025. These costs are conservative and assume
the entire service center site area and 30-foot-wide
access roadway from the bridge to the service center
are mitigated. The revised BCA reflects the "moderate
sea level rise" costs shown in Figure 48.
Aspect Consulting's report, "Conceptual Geotechnical
and Flood Hazard Cost Estimate Report" (2020), is
provided under separate cover.
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APPENDIX B. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

LAND ACQUISITION COSTS
Alternative location market rate prices per square
foot and real estate mark-ups were provided by the
City of Everett (see Figure 49 and Figure 50).
The Cedar-Smith and Multi-Campus alternatives
assume 150,000 square feet can be purchased
through friendly acquisition from a willing buyer
at the market rate. Acquisition costs for any
remaining land (approximately 2-4 acres) assumes
condemnation will be required.
All original BCA alternatives assume land acquisition
occurs in FY 2021. The revised BCA assumes land
acquisition occurs in FY 2023.

LOCATION

MARKET RATE ASSUMPTIONS
PER SQUARE FOOT
ORIGINAL BCA
(2019$)

REVISED BCA
(2020$)

Smith Ave. area

$27-30

$28-32

Cedar site

$27-30

$28-32

$5-7

n/a

Southwest Everett

$18-22

n/a

EPIC (no bridge)

$7-7.5

Smith Island

EPIC (with bridge)

1

$4-52

n/a

$9-102

Figure 49. REAL ESTATE MARKET RATE ASSUMPTIONS
1 Based on spring 2019 developer offer
2 Based on 2020 appraisal conducted by City

REAL ESTATE MARK-UPS

Annual real estate appreciation rate
Land acquisition administrative costs

excluded

Condemnation with administrative costs

50%

Land sale administrative mark-up costs

7%

Figure 50. REAL ESTATE MARK-UPS
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5%

EPIC
alternative
(square feet,
rounded)

Other
alternatives
(square feet,
rounded)

38,000

38,000

Boneyard

304,900

304,900

New Public Works
operations service center

279,940

-

55,990

-

Police impound lot

20% contingency
10% additional retained
REQUIRED SITE AREA1

1

33,590

34,300

712,420

377,200

17 ac

9 ac

Developable site area

65 ac

SALEABLE SITE AREA
48 ac

(Developable site area - Total

56 ac

required site area)
Figure 51. ORIGINAL BCA SALEABLE EPIC SITE AREA
ASSUMPTION
1 10% of service center site area only.

EPIC
alternative
(square feet,
rounded)

Other
alternatives
(square feet,
rounded)

38,000

38,000

Boneyard

304,900

304,900

New Public Works
operations service center

311,150

-

20% contingency

62,230

-

10% additional retained

71,630

34,300

787,910

377,200

18 ac

9 ac

Police impound lot

REQUIRED SITE AREA1
Developable site area

PROPERTY SALE REVENUE
Property sale revenues were calculated using market
rate prices and real estate mark-ups provided by
the City of Everett (see Figure 49 and Figure 50).
Other alternative-specific land sale assumptions are
provided below.
• CEDAR: All alternatives, except Cedar Service
Center 2.0, assume seven acres of Public
Works-owned land at Cedar Street is sold.
• EPIC: All alternatives assume land not in use or
retained for future needs by Public Works at the
EPIC property is sold; Figure 51 describes the
site area retained for Public Works as "Required
Site Area" and the site area assumed sold in the
alternatives as "Saleable Site Area". Site area
retained and sold in the revised BCA (see Figure
52) is updated to reflect the removal of Admin
and the addition of an MVD satellite per the
Recommended program (see Figure 44 on page
43).
All alternatives assume property sale occurs in FY
2024. The revised BCA assumes EPIC property sales
occur in FY 2025 and Cedar property sales occur in
FY 2030 and reflects City-provided revised market
rate prices for the EPIC site based on updated
appraisal information (see Figure 49).

65 ac

SALEABLE SITE AREA
(Developable site area - Total

47 ac

56 ac

required site area)
Figure 52. REVISED BCA SALEABLE EPIC SITE AREA
ASSUMPTION
1 Total required site area to be revisited during design to
consider how much additional expansion space the City would
like to retain.
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OPERATIONS TRAVEL TIME
COSTS

N

Travel time costs in the BCA were developed using
analysis provided by the City of Everett. Costs reflect
staff labor costs, vehicle operating costs, and carbon
emissions costs for fleet travel to job sites, the
Boneyard, and MVD.

°

1

Assumptions for location addresses, fleet counts,
fleet occupancy, service zones and job order
locations, trip counts, and costs that inform this
analysis are detailed on the following pages.

CEDAR-SMITH

1 or 2

EPIC

4

SMITH ISLAND

5

SOUTHWEST EVERETT

3

MULTI-CAMPUS

1 or 2

4

MVD

1

I-5

Everett city limits
Everett urban growth area

KEY LOCATION ADDRESSES
1 3200 Cedar St
2 3600 Smith Ave
3 7301 SW Hardeson Rd
4 3821 26th Pl
5 3400 34th Ave NE
and

3

OTHER KEY LOCATIONS

BONEYARD

SR-526

Major highways

MAP KEY

1

US-2

3

KEY LOCATIONS
The service center alternative locations, MVD, and
Boneyard address assumptions used to calculate
travel time are provided in Figure 53 and Figure 54.

CEDAR SERVICE CENTER 2.0

4

2

Costs are incurred in all alternatives starting in FY
2022 through the analysis year end (FY 2048). In
the revised BCA, these costs are incurred starting in
FY 2028 upon Public Works campus construction
completion and are calculated through the analysis
year end (FY 2049).

SERVICE CENTER LOCATION
BY ALTERNATIVE

5

Figure 53. KEY LOCATION(S) BY ALTERNATIVE
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Figure 54. MAP OF KEY LOCATIONS FOR TRAVEL TIME ANALYSIS

APPENDIX B. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

OCCUPANCY TYPE

CREW
FLEET

SERVICE
FLEET

Single occupancy

17

10

Dual occupancy

38

6

TOTAL FLEET

55

16

Figure 55. PUBLIC WORKS TOTAL FLEET COUNT (2019)

°

5
B

SERVICE ZONES
The travel time analysis divided Public Works' service
area into 14 zones (see Figure 57). Average distance
and travel times to different service zones were
provided by the City of Everett (see Figure 56 and
Figure 58).

1

G

A
C

D

E 4

US-2

ZONE

J

2
H

F
3

K

I

SR-526

M
N

• Crew fleet. Light- and medium-duty crew
vehicles, such as pickup trucks.
• Service fleet. Heavy-duty vehicles, such as
vactors and dump trucks. Service fleet are
considered separately, as they make many more
trips to the Boneyard compared with the crew
fleet.

I-5

N

FLEET COUNTS
Fleet counts and the crew member occupancy
typically assigned to each vehicle were provided
by the City of Everett and summarized in Figure 55.
These include:

L

I-5

Everett city limits
Everett urban growth area
Major highways
Service zones
Key locations
Figure 56. EVERETT PUBLIC WORKS SERVICE AREA ZONES AND
KEY LOCATIONS

LOCATIONS
1

2

3

4

5

A

5

6

9

5

2

B

3

4

6

3

3

C

2

3

7

3

3

D

2

2

5

2

4

E

1

2

6

1

4

F

3

2

3

3

6

G

1

1

4

2

4

H

2

2

4

2

5

I

1

1

4

2

5

J

16

15

18

17

17

K

4

3

3

5

8

L

4

3

4

4

7

M

4

3

4

5

7

N

7

6

3

8

10

Figure 57. AVERAGE DISTANCE BETWEEN KEY LOCATIONS AND
SERVICE ZONES (IN MILES)
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ZONE

LOCATIONS
1

2

3

4

5

AM

NN

PM

AM

NN

PM

AM

NN

PM

AM

NN

PM

AM

NN

PM

A

13

13

13

15

15

15

25

25

25

12

12

12

4

4

4

B

13

12

12

14

13

14

24

24

25

16

14

13

17

15

15

C

18

14

19

19

16

21

30

28

33

19

15

18

21

17

23

D

9

16

18

10

17

19

20

28

30

12

18

19

18

24

26

E

12

9

10

14

11

12

24

23

25

12

10

10

17

14

16

F

12

12

18

11

11

16

18

18

24

15

15

22

23

23

29

G

8

11

11

7

11

12

19

21

24

11

13

13

19

22

24

H

5

8

1

8

10

3

19

22

16

8

11

4

20

21

16

I

10

12

14

6

8

10

18

18

21

13

15

17

22

24

27

J

31

22

28

33

24

30

42

31

38

31

22

28

40

31

37

K

17

17

18

16

16

17

9

11

11

20

20

21

28

27

29

L

17

18

21

15

17

19

9

13

16

19

20

23

28

28

32

M

12

15

13

10

14

11

21

22

22

14

18

15

22

25

24

N

23

21

32

22

20

31

23

22

25

25

24

35

33

31

43

Figure 58. AVERAGE ONE-WAY TRAVEL TIME FROM EACH KEY LOCATION TO SERVICE ZONES BY TIME OF DAY (IN MINUTES)
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APPENDIX B. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

JOB-RELATED TRIPS
The City of Everett provided 2019 job trip counts to each service zone for
morning (AM), afternoon (NN), and evening (PM) based on 2016 data and
adjusted to reflect projected fleet counts (see Figure 59).
Figure 60 shows the daily distribution of AM, NN, and PM trips to each
service zone. This is calculated based on the weekly distribution of trips
between service zones as shown in Figure 59 and accounts for oneperson and two-person fleet occupancies as shown in Figure 55 on page
49. Service zones were grouped into larger geographical areas and
travel times averaged for service fleet trips as the small number of trips
made by service fleet cannot be divided into whole numbers between the
large number of service zones.
Fleet behavior assumptions for trips from the service center to job sites
and the Boneyard (Location 4 in Figure 57) are summarized in Figure 61.
EPIC fleet behavior is assumed to omit Boneyard trips as the Boneyard
and the service center are co-located in that alternative.
ZONE

AM

NN

PM

ZONE

Count

% of
Total

Count

% of
Total

Count

% of
Total

A

0

0%

0

0%

3

1%

B

34

10%

26

7%

26

7%

C

10

3%

8

2%

4

1%

D

4

1%

7

2%

3

E

56

16%

79

22%

F

9

3%

8

G

26

7%

H

3

I

Crew Fleet
AM

Service
Fleet

NN

PM

AM, NN,
PM

One

Two

One

Two

One

Two

A

0

0

0

0

0

0

B

2

4

1

3

1

3

1%

C

0

1

0

1

0

0

75

21%

D

0

0

0

1

0

0

2%

6

2%

E

3

6

4

8

4

8

20

6%

23

6%

F

0

1

0

1

0

1

1%

8

2%

1

0%

G

1

3

1

2

1

2

29

8%

18

5%

9

3%

H

0

0

0

1

0

0

J

14

4%

3

1%

25

7%

I

1

3

1

2

0

1

K

47

13%

58

16%

51

14%

J

1

1

0

0

1

3

L

32

9%

20

6%

29

8%

K

2

5

3

6

2

5

M

3

1%

2

1%

0

0%

L

2

3

1

2

1

3

N

89

25%

99

28%

99

28%

M

0

0

0

0

0

0

N

5

11

6

11

7

Total

17

38

17

38

17

Figure 59. WEEKLY JOB TRIPS TO EACH SERVICE ZONE BY TIME
OF DAY (IN COUNTS AND AS PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TRIPS PER
TIME PERIOD)

One

Two

5

3

0

0

2

1

12

3

2

38

10

6

Figure 60. DAILY DISTRIBUTION OF JOB TRIPS TO EACH
SERVICE ZONE BY FLEET TYPE, TIME OF DAY, AND VEHICLE
OCCUPANCY (ONE OR TWO CREW-MEMBERS)
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MVD-RELATED TRIPS
Assumptions used to estimate fleet and staff costs
for each interaction type between Public Works and
MVD (Location 1 in Figure 56) for maintenance and
fueling are described below; interaction frequency is
provided in Figure 62.
Preventive maintenance and fueling. BCA analysis
assumes these trips can be planned so fueling trips
and preventative maintenance fleet drop-off and
pick-up are done efficiently in coordination with other
trips. Each preventative maintenance and fueling
interaction is accounted for by a single one-way trip
by a public works crew from the service center to
MVD (or vice-versa).
Unscheduled repairs at service center. One round
trip for a fleet technician between MVD and service
center. Accounts for waiting time by crew whose
vehicle is disabled at service center.
Unscheduled repairs at MVD. This requires multiple
trips between service center and MVD as described
below.

CREW FLEET

AM Service center to
Boneyard
Boneyard to AM job
site

NN AM job site to service
center*
Service center to PM
job site
PM PM job site to service
center

SERVICE FLEET

Service center to AM
job site
AM job site to
Boneyard (2 roundtrips and single oneway trip)
Boneyard to service
center*
Service center to PM
job site
PM job site to
Boneyard (2 roundtrips, single one-way
trip)
Boneyard to service
center

Figure 61. FLEET BEHAVIOR DURING A TYPICAL WORKDAY
(Trips are assumed to be one-way trips unless mentioned otherwise)
*Assumes crews are returning to service center for lunch break

Prior to repair:
• Service center to MVD: single one-way trip by
a Public Works crew person to drop-off the
vehicle in need of repair.
• Service center to MVD and back: round trip by
a second Public Works staff person using a
second vehicle to pick up the crew person at
MVD and return to the service center while the
vehicle is repaired.
After repair:
• Service center to MVD and back: round trip by
a Public Works staff person using a second
vehicle to drop off the Public Works crew person
whose vehicle was under repair at MVD.
• MVD to service center: single one-way trip by
the Public Works crew to return the repaired
vehicle.
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TYPE OF INTERACTION

FREQUENCY

Preventive maintenance

8 per day

Fueling

2.5 times per week

Unscheduled repairs at
service center

1 per day

Unscheduled repairs at
MVD

14 per day

Figure 62. TYPICAL MVD INTERACTION FREQUENCY

APPENDIX B. BUSINESS CASE ANALYSIS (CONTINUED)

COST TYPE

UNIT COST

Labor costs for Public
Works crew

$60.46 per hour

Labor costs to Public
Works for MVD shop
technician

$123 per hour

Labor compensation
increase

4.1% (annual)

Travel time increase due
to traffic growth1

2.04% (annual)

Vehicle wear-and-tear
and fuel costs

$36 per hour

Mileage (average)

4.5 miles per gallon

Emission Amount
(assumes 25% gasoline
and 75% diesel use)

0.009857 tons of CO2 per
gallon

Emission Cost2

$42 per ton of CO2

UNIT COSTS
Unit cost assumptions related to travel time provided
by the City of Everett are summarized in Figure 63.

Figure 63. TRAVEL-RELATED UNIT COSTS

1 Source: City of Everett Comprehensive Plan (2019)
2 Source: United States Environmental Protection Agency: The
Social Cost of Carbon (2016)
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